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Case Study: Crime and 
Race 
One coin two sides:  Race and the Justice System  


When considering the question of race and ethnicity within the justice system there are two 
inverse approaches. Either minorities are responsible for a majority of violent crime and crime 
against property or there is an inherent imbalance within the justice system which leads to bias 
both in arrest and sentencing. It is worth noting, however, that the truth is never crystal clear and 
that there are extenuating circumstances which need to be considered    


James P. Welch 
CCJS 370 Section E901 
Professor: Dr. Diane Jones-Palm 
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CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 


    While this is not Russia, and we are not speaking of direct tyranny oppression and gulags, it is 


worth bearing in mind that there are still similarities between Dostoyevsky’s famous novel and 


modern American society. The focus of this research is to analyze an article written by  Heather 


Mac Donald and to apply the various, criminology theories contained within chapter three of 


“The Color of Justice.“ The typical view in middle class America (whatever that beast may be), 


is that the majority of violent and property crime is the fault of poor minorities. There is a flip 


side to this view however and this is that the minorities are actually victims of the system and it 


is the system which drives them to practice criminal activity. Heather MacDonald hotly contests 


this point of view in a provocative article written for City Journal, an online webzine. 


       According to the article by Heather MacDonald, the media in general and the New York 


Times, in particular, are misleading the public by relying on stilted and incorrect data. Ms. 


MacDonald, points out that the Times, makes selective use of the data and discounts information 


presented by NYPD, in their support as unimportant, irrelevant and mere “statements.”  This 


position infers that criminal arrest data presented on behalf of the NYPD is in some way less 


relevant than the unsubstantiated data presented by the newspaper. According to Ms. 


MacDonald: “…when the Times gets around to mentioning crime rates, more than halfway into 


the piece, it does so only because the  NYPD raises them in its defense, not because the  Times 


deems them independently worthy of note in a story on police stops.”1 The problem which 


appears here is a common one, stagnation of the theory in light of social and historical events 


which have altered the status quo.   


                                                
1  MacDonald, H. (2010, May 14). Distorting the Truth About Crime and Race. p.1 
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 This assertion is confirmed by Ruth Patterson and John Hagan when they state: “Our premise is 


that the meaning of race must be understood in historical and contextual terms.”2 As these two 


previous authors note as well, the current theories of criminology tend to lose their relative 


application in light of changing circumstances and complex social interaction. “Theories based 


on static and simplistic conceptions of the social significance of race fail to account for 


anomalous research findings and confuse our understanding of race-related outcomes.”3 


Inflexible application of established models results in a stagnant perception based upon 


outmoded and outdated data which becomes both irrelevant and misleading.  


     The truth is that society has evolved and there needs to be an awareness of the actual 


conditions surrounding both, the commission of crimes and the associated application of justice.  


MacDonald makes a clear and undeniable point about the Times unsettling practice of using set 


formula templates for reporting police statistics. This leads to the conclusion that the reporters 


are very lazy, very biased or worse, both.  MacDonald does make one notable shortcoming in her 


scathing attack on the Times when she writes “…unlike the stop-and-frisk rates, which the paper 


reports as a fact so indisputable that it does not need a source.”4 So what is wrong with this it 


would be fair to ask?  Ms. MacDonald unfortunately goes on to make statements without 


qualifying her sources either. Ironically as a neutral reader of the report it would be easy to find 


oneself wondering if Ms. MacDonald is a policeman’s wife or was perhaps a disgruntled ex-


employee of the Times.  While her point of view is certainly convincing and legitimate, there is a 


peculiar level of animosity in her writing.  


                                                
2 Peterson, R., & Hagan, J. (2005). Changing Conceptions of Race. In S. L. Greene, & H. T. Greene (Eds.), Race 
Crime and Justice: A Reader (p. 55). New York: Routledge. p.55 
 
3 Ibid 
4 MacDonald, H. (2010, May 14). Distorting the Truth About Crime and Race. p.2  
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     Her analysis of black crime [note the use of black as opposed to the more commonly accepted 


“African American”] is rather startling, and yet she does not cite the source of her statistics 


[presumably their source is from NYPD files].  The table (1) below gives a succinct breakdown 


of her findings: 


Table 1 Crime rates 


Heather MacDonald Reported Crime Rates 


RACE STOPS POPULATION VIOLENT CRIME SHOOTINGS ROBBERY 


BLACK 55% 23% 66% 80% 70% 


HISPANIC       - - - - 28%* 


WHITE 10% 35% 5% 1.8% -5% 


* NB Based upon combined reported totals of Black and Hispanic - 98%! 


     Heather Macdonald makes some very convincing statements, notably when say declares “You 


cannot properly analyze police behavior without analyzing crime.”   It is according to the rates 


and levels of crime that police function.  Most large cities have availed themselves of the latest 


technology in crime fighting. The most notable addition in the effort to reducing crime is known 


as Compstat.  This system computes areas of density which are linked to concentrations of 


criminal activity. Unsurprisingly in New York, these areas are located primarily in minority 


neighborhoods.  The positive fallout for this proactive type of policing has direct consequences 


by enhancing security and providing positive safety returns to the victims of minority crime, who 


are largely the minorities themselves.  


     According to a study performed by three universities last year, (Maryland, Florida and 


Oregon), the racial gap in violent crime is narrowing but remains persistent.  According to the 
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study: “By the end of the century [2000], nearly 30 percent of the largest US cities had black 


homicide arrests[sic] rates that were more than 10 times higher than white rates [University of 


Maryland].”5 This was an extensive 80 city study which formed the basis of the research.  


According to the report, although the rates had diminished significantly in the 1970s, they 


stubbornly returned again in the 1980s. This rise in violent crime has been associated directly to 


the rise in use and distribution of crack cocaine. “The researchers find the gap most pronounced 


in communities with higher rates of divorce, unemployment and illegal drug use,” 6 According to 


the study, one of the interesting findings was that there appeared to be no correlation between 


increased racial integration and a subsequent reduction in violent crime rates.  


THE FLIP SIDE 


     If minority neighborhoods are crime ridden then there has to be a reason.  There are three 


possible explanations. First, minorities are more geared toward committing crime, alternatively 


they are the victims of socio-economic disparity which leaves them little other alternative. That 


is, that their environment is conducive to the maintenance and production of crime. It is well 


known that a lack of education as an agent of social change is directly related to involvement in 


criminal activity. While not all black males living in poverty stricken degraded conditions turn to 


crime, the prevalent conditions are ripe for fostering such activity.  


     One explanation to the aforementioned spike in violent crime may find its origins in the 


policies of two competing political administrations. Lyndon Baines Johnson carrying on the 


work of, his predecessor JFK developed an open liberal policy known as “The Great Society.”  


The philosophy behind this was a more fair and equitable treatment of the minorities and the 


                                                
5 Science News. (2010, March 8). Retrieved November 19, 2011, from Science Daily:  
 
6 Ibid 
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poor.  Walker et al state: “The major liberal Democratic effort was the War on Poverty, begun in 


1965 with the Economic Opportunity Act.” 7 Incentives in education, Social Security benefits, 


healthcare reform and other government initiatives were all overturned and cut short under the 


conservative Reagan administration which visualized such assistance as handouts and a drain on 


the American economy. This was manifested in the policy initiatives known as Reaganomics or 


supply-side economics, aimed at stimulating the economy through growth and reduced 


government spending.  


     The US today, has lost many of its better paying manufacturing jobs, through international 


outsourcing and consolidation of enterprises. This leaves well paid white collar employment and 


low paying service sector work. It is easy to understand how minorities can get trapped into a 


cycle of accepting menial work since they are unable to qualify or compete for better paying 


positions.  


   Above several sources of conflict have been listed as initiating triggers for inducement to 


crime. What about Police attitudes, arrests and sentencing?  Current documentation indicates a 


leveling off between racial differences. In some cases this is due to leniency in a self-


perpetuating villain-victim scenario. This is mentioned in the Peterson and Hagan article when 


they assert: “Using drug law violations as an example, we argue below that a recent historically 


specific tendency to see certain kinds of nonwhite offenders as victims may explain the anomaly 


of some nonwhite offenders receiving more lenient sentences than whites.”8  Further support of 


                                                
7 Walker, S., Spohn, C., & DeLeone, M. (2007). The Colour of Justice (4th ed.). Belmont, CA: Wadsworth/Cengage 
Learning. p.100 
 
8  Peterson, R., & Hagan, J. (2005). Changing Conceptions of Race. In S. L. Greene, & H. T. Greene (Eds.), Race 
Crime and Justice: A Reader (p. 55). New York: Routledge.p. 56 
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the decrease in racial bias in arrest, and sentencing is evidenced in the Walker book where it 


states: “The Data clearly indicate a racial disparity in people shot and killed by the police [Table 


4.3 Memphis 1969-89]. Over the last 20 years the ratio has been narrowed from 8:1 to 4:1.”9 


While the authors seem to take a negative view of these statistics the fact is that it represents a 


50% reduction in shootings a significant and hopeful finding indeed.   


     Much of the data and the findings listed above are contradictory and make it difficult to draw 


clear conclusions. While it appears that major protections have been put into place to protect the 


rights of minorities there is still progress to be made. This being said, there is a major caveat to 


consider. The rights of minorities must not outstrip those of other citizens. An equitable society 


is just that, equitable. This means equal rights and responsibilities for each citizen regardless of 


race or ethnic origin. Finally it is imperative that the police, themselves to not find their hands so 


bound that they are unable to fulfill the function for which they have been employed. With 


increased social and cultural awareness, advanced educational, economic and social 


opportunities many of these problems will resolve themselves. Most situations offer two 


possibilities of regarding the future; to lament over the shortcomings that have held society back, 


or to acknowledge the great strides which have been made and attempt to improve upon them.  


The one thing which both crime and hope for a better future have in common is the desire to 


change and the acceptance of free will.  


 


                                                                                                                                                       
 
9 Walker, S., Spohn, C., & DeLeone, M. (2007). The Colour of Justice (4th ed.). Belmont, CA: Wadsworth/Cengage 
Learning.p. 119 
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